Welcome to Beijing

APNIC 28
Beijing, China
24-28 August, 2009
Travel In China
Welcome to Beijing
Seeing the Culture
Tasting the Food
Venue

Grand Hyatt Beijing

• One of the finest hotels in Beijing
• 825 Rooms & Suites
• 55m resort-style indoor swimming pool with virtual sky
• Meeting facilities covering 2924 sq m
Other Options

- The Crowne Plaza
- Beijing Prime Hotel
- Beijing Hotel
- Capital Hotel
- Wangfujing Grand Hotel
- Park Plaza Beijing Wangfujing
Social Events

A good place to demonstrate Chinese classical habitation

A good chance to experience local Quyi Performances
Getting a Visa

http://www.ebeijing.gov.cn/visa/

- L visa (Tourist visa)
- F Visa (Official Visit, Business)
- J2 Visa (Media)

⚠️ Start to apply your visa early
Program Highlights

• Training
• Conference Program
• Policy Day
• APNIC Member Meeting
Sponsorship

- Develop your communication with local community
- Benefit from the opportunity

Contacts:
Louise Flynn (APNIC)
Wendy Zhao (CNNIC)
More Information

• APNIC Meeting Team
  – meetings@apnic.net

• APNIC Meeting website
  – http://www.apnic.net/meetings/28/
See you in Beijing